Members: Carl Chiu, Curtis Corlew, Courtney Diputado, Jennifer Garcia, Robert Estrada, Eloine Chapman, Christian Ortiz (interim)

Item #

Topic/Activity

Lead

Welcome and Public Comment

N/A

Handouts/Reference
Materials

Outcome*
Meeting starts 2:14

1.
Sandra Mills: Frustration
with printing. Turning away
students because of lack of
printing. Printing continuously
goes down. Wants to find a
solution. Address pay4print
archaic nature. Want to find a
different ways to pay other
than cash. Against free
printing.
Paul West:
Frustrations with classified
computers updates not
happening at great times.
Complains about multiple
computer issues.

2.

Approve: Agenda for February 25, 2019
Review: N/A
Old Business (items previously appearing on agenda)

Carl Chiu

Action

Where does TAG fit in.
operationalizing the group
Ability to be flexible. Vs
taking commandments from

3a.
4.
4a.

5.

Tasks Remaining from 2019, review/renew.
New Business (items appearing on agenda for first
time)

Carl Chiu

Review of current campus printing solution:
Pay4Print

Carl Chiu

Updates & Announcements

Carl Chiu

HGC. Paul west: suggests
changing nature of committee.
Discussion/Action

Pay for print structure is
archaic. (Pinnacle)
Pinnacle suggest a cloud based
solution
College needs to start
Discussion, discussing what do
people need.
Then we look at vendors that
meet those needs.
What do we need out of this
system
Curtis: what would be the cost.
How do the vendrs work?
Carl: as we move to textless
people still print.
Paul: informs that student want
a hard copy of lab manual.
Curtis suggests 10c a page is
exorbitant.
Carl: does not have a refresh
budget.
Online cloud sources could
solve money or tangible means
to print.
Suggests student may have
100 pages available for free
first then starts paying.
Large conference center is
opening soon.













6.

Wrap Up & Next Steps
Future Agenda Items

Carl Chiu



Carl suggest that
conference will be
open as soons as its
100% ready.
Edim is working hard
to have the conference
center fully
functionalas soons as
possible
Edim needs to provide
a how to document.
New Brentwood
construction is on
schedule.
Carl reports that
classrooms are about
80% done. Some areas
are still raw though.
Network pulls are
present paneling and
switches is stil coming
together
Almost done with
transition to windows
10.

Get a quorum,

